for some a, b and all x in Fp. Two split dilations have the property that they are equivalent only when they are equal.
In this note we discuss split dilations of a field with q elements where the splitting is defined for any divisor of q-1. Such split dilations are equivalent only when they are equal. The attractive conjecture that every permutation is equivalent to some split dilation is shown false by enumerating the split dilations and comparing this with the total number of equivalence classes.
2. Split dilations. Let £ be the field with q elements and char- The determinant is a nonvanishing Vandermonde determinant and the system has a solution.
Call two maps P, Q of F into itself equivalent if there are a, BEF such that Q(x) =P(x+a)+B for all x. If Q and P are written as polynomials of degree less than q, their degrees are equal (the zero polynomial being assigned the degree 0). Let £ SGd'C^Gd". Since £ is rf'-split, it is given by a polynomial with exponents of the form k'{{q-l)
Since £ isi"-split, the same holds with exponents k"{{q -l)/d")+l.
Thus each k'{{q-l)/d')+l is of the form k"{{q-l)/d") Assume now, p = q. The (p -l)-split dilations are just arbitrary permutations of P which send 0 into itself. Every equivalence class of permutations of P contains a (p-l)-split dilation. If p = q = T, there are 60 permutations which are either 1-, 2-, or 3-split, thus 60 equivalence classes containing a permutation which is <7-split with d 5^6. However, we can compute directly that there are 108 equivalence classes of permutations on the 7 elements of P7. Thus equivalence classes containing nontrivial (d^p -l) split dilations do not exhaust all equivalence classes.
In fact, for large p equivalence classes containing nontrivial split dilations are quite scarce and their relative number appears to go to 0 as p-+ oo. 
